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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION I

Report No. 50-412/84-16_

Docket No. 50-412

Category BLicense No. CPPR-105 Priority --

Licensee: Duquesne Light Company
Robinson Plaza Building No. 2
Suite #210, PA Route 60
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Facility Name: Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit 2

Inspection At: Shippingport, Pennsylvania

Inspection Conducted: October 9 - November 19, 1984

Inspectors: ff,8, M&[k ///sv. 2f' >dft/
G. A. Walton, Senior Resident Inspector date'~

'

f Q, h&r, &%M*
L. f. Prividy, Risident Inspector date

Approved by: . M8 S/W8k.

L.8 E. Tripri,' Chief, Reactor Projects date
Section 3A

Inspection Summary:
_ Inspection on October 9 - November 19,1984 (Report No. 50-412/84-16)

Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection by two resident inspectors
(247 hours) of activities pertaining to previously identified unresolved items,
in-place storage of components, construction of Spent Fuel and Refueling
Cavity Liner, electrical and instrument tubing support installations, repair
of main steam isolation valves, postweld heat treatment of piping welds, upper
reactor vessel internals, disposition of Nonconfonnance and Disposition Reports,
and daily site tours.

Results: The licensee has identified a need to retorque spring nuts on
electrical tray and support connections. This is a major retorque and re-
inspection program and will require significant Quality Control inspection hours.
Also, the licensee has not started any verification program (other than'| pilot
program in Control Building) for assuring hilti bolts and shims are properly
installed on electrical supports. This also will involve significant Quality'

Control inspection hours which the licensee will need to consider to assure
adequate Quality Control inspection is provided.

No significant safety issues were identified in the areas inspected.

The licensee reported the plant completion status as 82.1 nercent thru
October 31, 1984. 3e 841207
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DETAILS

1. . -Persons Attending Exit Interview

Duquesne Light Company

L. Arch,' Senior Project Engineer
R. Coupland, Director, Quality Control
C. Ewing, Quality Assurance Manager
H. Good, Senior QC Wcld Specialist
C. Kirschner, Senior QA Engineer
D. Rohm, Assistant Director, Quality Control
J. Stubb, Compliance Engineer

Stone and Webster Engineering

C. Bishop, Construction Manager
A. McIntyre, Superintendent of Engineering
R. Wittschen, Licensing Engineer

2. Construction Site Walk-Through Inspections

Daily tours of the construction site were made to observe work activities
in progress, completed work, and plant status of the construction site.
The presence of quality control-inspectors and quality records were
observed. All areas observed were found acceptable.

3. Licensee Action'on' Previous Inspection Findings

(Closed) 83-13-02,~ Procedure to assure A325 Structural Steel Bolts are
.Retightened and Reinspected when Loosened by Construction

FCP-127 dated December 21,1983, titled "Retorquing of Structural Steel
Bolts" and inspection procedure IP-6.3 dated December 19, 1983, titled
" Structural Steel Erection and Bolting' were issued to establish controls
and reinspection of structural steel bolts which are loosened after
initial installation and verification. As reported in NRC Inspection Report 50-412/
83-17, this item was still open pending the licensee's review of the
structural steel bolting in the Auxiliary Building. An inspection found
bolts missing and loose in two symmetrical platforms in 'he Auxiliary
Building. Bolt '.orque inspections in the Reactor Containment, Fuel,
Safeguards and Main Steam areas were found satisfactory.
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Upon review of the structural steel bolting situation in the Auxiliary
Building, the licensee chose to perform a 100 percent inspection of the
Auxiliary Building connections. This inspection was accomplished in
June and July,1984. - The results of these inspections indicated that

,

;

all unsatisfactory connections were confined to the two cubicles on the
east side of the Auxiliary Building. No other unsatisfactory connections
were found when connections were inspected elsewhere in the Auxiliary

,

Building which confimed the localized nature of the problem. The!-

inspector confirmed that procedures FCP-127 and IP-6.3 have been utilized
many times in 1984 and the procedures are working. Currently there are

! several work areas outstanding where structural steel has been disturbed
; from its original installation. Such structural steel connections will
| be restored per the procedures.

The inspector had no further questions in this area; this item is closed.

! (0 pen) 84-14-03, Unresolved, Engineering Confimation Program

The inspector reviewed the recent effort put forth by Duquesne Light
Company (DLC) on the Design Basis Endorsement (DBE) Follow On Program.
A DBE Follow On Program Committee was formed in August,1984, to track
the proper resolution of various issues of interest that developed
during the reviews conducted by various DLC personnel in their DBE
Program. The DBE Follow On Program Committee consists of a key member
from the DLC Structural, Mechanical and-Ele r|

plus the comittee cooroinator from the Nuc$ trick 10EucNtbvision.ear ons
! This committee meets monthly and the inspector attended the most recent

meeting held on November 15, 1984.

An agenda had been prepared prior to the meeting identifying items to be
discussed. Nuclear Construction Division Procedure 2.6.2 "DBE Follow On
Program Procedure" was finalized by resolving various comments on a draft

; of the procedure. This procedure will be utilized to formally document
the events of the DBE Follow On Program. Also, progress on the review
of various calculations was discussed. DLC completed their review of
calculationE-20,Rev.2(2-15-84) titled "Short Circuit Consideration of

,

5 KV Power Cable." Consistent with prior reporting of this item in
Inspection Report- 50-412/84-14, DLC contends that this qalculation sho
a value of 2500C in the governing equation for detemining cable size.uld utilize
Stone and Webster has utilized higher temperatures than 2500C and these
higher temperatures result in a smaller cable size. DLC has formally'

documented their position to Stone and Webster and requested that a
complete review of all 5 KV motor feeder cables should be conducted
to determine what cables, if installed, need to be replaced. DLC has
requested a resolution of this item by November 30, 1984. This item plus
other aspects of the Engineering Confimation Program will be reviewedi

' in subsequent inspections.

!
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(Closed) Noncompliance 84-08-03, Protection of Instrument Taps and Tubing

This violation identified that instrument tubing runs had been disconnected
from the transmitter. The transmitter had been removed from its permanent
mount and left hanging from conduit. Instrument tube connections and
disconnected instrument tubing were not capped or plugged to prevent
intrusion of moisture and dust into the transmitter.

The licensee has corrected this violation by taking the following actions:

All openings of the instrument tube connections were capped.-

The mechanical contractor provided retraining to designated-

instrumentation personnel.

The inspector performed an inspection of transmitter 2SWS*PTil3.D and
other instruments and tubing and found they were properly sealed. The
inspector found all areas inspected acceptable and this item is closed.

(Closed) Noncompliance 84-09-02, Storage of Personnel Air-Lock

This violation identified that the personnel air lock was not being
stored in accordance with the storage specification requirements.
Specifically, the specification required that after the personnel air
lock doors are opened, adequate protection of equipment shall be installed.
Door seals and sealing surfaces are to be properly protected. Doors
shall be supported to prevent sagging. The inspector found these protection
measures were not being applied.

The licensee has taken the following actions on this item.

Nonconformance and Disposition Report 4691 was dispositioned-

to provide an itemized list of maintenance required when the
doors were left open for extended periods of time.

Protection covering of. sealing surfaces was installed. The-

doors were shimed to prevent sagging.

The licensee implemented a weekly inspection of the air-lock-

on August 31, 1984, to monitor its condition during in-place
storage.

The inspector verified the above actions were implemented. In addition,

the inspector inspected other containment penetrations, including the
equipment hatch and piping penetrations, to verify compliance with the
governing storage requirements. The inspector found the above corrective
actions were implemented on the personnel air lock and other penetrations.
This item is closed.

. . ._ _ . .- . . . - . - - _ _ - - - . ._- -
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(Closed) Unresolved Item 84-07-02, Rockbestos Cable Jacket

On May 11,1984, a Part 21 report was submitted by Rockbestos Company,
advising that possible insulation damage had occurred on five reels of
electrical cable supplied to Beaver Valley, Unit 2.

The licensee has taken the following corrective actions relative to
the five spools.

Reels Mark - NKA-24-816A-206 and 266-

All cable used from these reels was installed in non-safety
related systems. The remaining cable on these reels was
dispositioned acceptable if a hypot test value of
10.8 KV DC for five minutes was acceptable.

Reels Mark - NKA-23-326, NKA-25-816A-337 and NKA-25-816A-306-

Nonconfonnance and Disposition Report 4602 was dispositioned
by requiring these reels to be returned to the vendor.

The inspector found these dispositions acceptable and this item is closed.

(Closed) Unresolved Item 84-14-02, Identification of Non-Class 1E
Cables Connected to Class lE Buses

The licensee identified that compliance with Volume 10, Section 8.3-5
of the FSAR was not being complied with in that cables from safety
related buses to non-class lE loads were not being identified as
required by the FSAR. Specifically, the FSAR requires these type
cables be identified with "NS" for the first two characters in the
service furction identification field of the cable number. The
installed cables did not carry this identification. Stone and
Webster took corrective actions on this item by issuance of a
"Licensina Document Change Form" and revised Section 8.3.1.1.3
of the FSAR to read: " Cables from safety related buses to non-
class lE loads are color coded similar to Class lE circuits.
These cables are identical to Class lE and are treated as if they
belong to lE circuits."

The inspector reviewed these changes and verified that the licensee had
approved this change. T'ie inspector found memorandum 2NCD-04190 signed
by the Manager, Regulatory Affairs, had approved the FSAR change.
This item is closed.

<

.
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(0 pen) Unresolved Items 83-02-04, Installation of Shims on Electrical Su) ports and
'

83-05-06, Q.C. Inspection after Retightening Ancior Bolts

During site tours, the inspector found loose hilti nuts on conduit support
number 4001-PV-5 at elevation 733'6" of the Auxiliary Building. Duquesne
Light Site Quality Control advised this support was inspected and accepted
on September 14, 1982.

Until July 11, 1983, hiltis were required to be torqued during initial
. installation of the hilti bolts.- If for any reason the hilti nut was
removed, there was no formal program to document the re-torque activity.
NRC Inspection Report 50-412/83-05 identified this deficiency and as a
result, FCP 103.2 and IP 7.39 were issued to formalize the re-torquing
of hilti bolts. This program became effective July 11, 1983.

The loose bolt described above was installed and inspected prior to the
implementation of the new requirements.

The licensee has committed to implement a retorque program for hilti bolts
installed before July ll,1983.- To date, this retorquing program has not
comenced. This item will continue open pending implementation of this program.

During walk-thru inspections in the Service Building, the inspector noted
shims were installed under baseplates contrary to the installation Specifi-
cation 2BVS-931, Appendix L and Quality Control Inspection Procedure IP-8.1.4.
The inspector was advised that as a result of this unresolved item identified
in Inspection Report 50-412/83-02, a. reinspection program is planned to
identify and correct shiming deficiencies. To date, except for a. pilot
program performed in the Control Building, no reinspection program has commenced.

These items-are open~pending resolution of the reinspection requirements and
subsequent review by the inspector.

(Closed) Un_reso_1ved_ _I_ tem _80-BU _05, V_a_cu_unt _C_o_nditio_n Re_s_ulting i_n_ _ Damage _ t_o
_

Low Pressure Tanks which may _contai_n P_ rim _ary_ System Wate_r
_

The licensee has reviewed this bulletin for applicability to Beaver Valley,
Unit 2, and has concluded that the pertinent tanks are either designed for
full vacuum or that appropriate design features ~(unobstructed. vent.. lines as
latseas.any.incomingoroutgoinglines)havebeen~incorporatedto-
protect against vacuum conditions. Accordingly, this item has been closed.

:
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:4. Storage Requirements for Pemanent Plant Equipment - Reactor Coolant Pump
- Motors, HVAC Fans, and Reactor Coolant System Piping

The-inspector-reviewed the licensee's compliance with. Specification No.
2BVS-981 titled " Storage and Maintenance during Storage of Permanent '

Plant Equipment during the Construction Phase." This specification invokes
Storage Maintenance Requirements (SMR) for the applicable plant equipment.
Specifically, the reactor coolant pump motor storage conditions were
reviewed in Warehouse "C" prior to motor installation. Also, storage
conditions for-several HVAC-fans and for piping already installed in the
plant were reviewed.

s

The reactor-coolant pump motors have been maintained during storage in
accordance with 2SMR-lE(1). The inspector checked that the various mainten-
ance attributes specified for these motors in SMR-lE(1) had been regularly
performed. These attributes contain items such as establishing and
maintaining motor lubricants at proper levels. All items checked by the
inspector;were satisfactory.

x
Various HVAC fans already installed in the plant were reviewed to determine
if they were being stored in accordance with the requirements of 2BVS-981.
The inspector determined that scveral axial flow fans in reactor containment
were not being stored properly. These fans are to be maintained during
storage in accordance with 2SMR-150. Maintenance attribute 809 requires that
the motors for these fans are to be provided a suitable cover to afford
protection required for external surfaces, internal surfaces and fragile
external components against the harmful effects of airborne contaminates.

Fan Numbers 2HVZFN261B and 2HVRFN201B were not properly sealed to prevent
construction airborne contamination from entering motor windings and internals.
Fan Number 2HVZ262A had its power cable junction box open such that all power
cable end connections were unsealed and consequently, exposed to moisture and s

other contamination. Similarly, the inspector determined that a centrifugal
fan located in the Service Building was not being stored properly. Centrifugal
fans are to be maintained in accordance with 2SMR-162. Maintenance attribute
809 was not met for the motor for Fan Number 2HVAFN-216B. The motor openings
were not sealed as there were grinding particles generally spread on the
motor housing with the grinding wheel sitting there also. The inspector
notified the licensee to correct these equipment storage deficiencies.

During a routine inspection of the reactor containment in Cubicle."C", the
inspector found a potential physical damage condition of 3/4-inch reactor
coolant system piping. Line No. 2RCS-750-231-2(C) was found to have the
staging above it, which is supported by steel cable from above, resting on
the blind flange (Item #11) which is attached to the 3/4-inch piping. This
condition is a deviation from the in-plant storage requirements of 2BVS-981.
The inspector notified the licensee to correct this deficiency.

The inspector told the licensee that the above conditions might indicate that
they should be placing greater emphasis on stricter compliance with the
requirements of 2BVS-981 for equipment after installation in the plant. Such
uphasis is important at all times but even more so now with components such
as reactor coolant pump motors being installed. The above specific items
will be reviewed in subsequent inspections to verify proper resolution by
the licensee. (Unresolved Item 84-16-01).
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5. Construction of Spent Fuel and Refueling Cavity Liner

The inspector audited the FSAR, Regulatory Guide 1.29 and Onsite Ordering
Specification 2BVS-25 to ascertain compliance with these requirements for
fabricating and installing the spent fuel and refueling cavity liner.

.

Table 1.8-1, Volume 1 of the FSAR endorses R.G. 1.29, Revision 3. No

apparent exceptions are taken to the requirements for the design of the
liners discussed above.

Section L of Regulatory Guide 1.29 requires that the spent fuel storage
pool be designated and designed as Seismic Category 1.

Specification 2BVS-25 is the ordering specification for these items. This
specification identifies the refueling and spent fuel storage pool as
Category II. Category II is a non-safety related system.

Stone and Webster hus verbally identified to the inspector that these pool
-liners are seismic Category II. However, as discussed above, the ordering
specification does not reflect this. Also, the drawings for these pool
liners do not indicate they are safety related.

This item is unresolved pending the licensee's resolution of their connit-"

ments in the FSAR and definition that the pool liners are constructed in
accordance wi,th the FSAR and Regulatory Guide 1.29. (84-16-02).

6. Torquing of Spring Nuts on Electrical Installation

Engineering and Design Coordination Report (E&DCR) Number 2PS-3270B
revealed that unistrut spring nuts used in seismic Category I bolted ,

t connections must be' torqued to specific values. The E&DCR further require
the contractor to develop a verification and rework program to ensure
previously installed spring nut connections in seismi,c Category I areas
have the required torque.

This requirement was identified by Stone and Webster Engineering on a
" Report of a Problem, Number ELE-047." This report identified that Unistrut
Corporation, manufacturer of electrical support hardware, and Stone and
Webster's Engineering Mechanics Division Technical Guidelines EMTG-3A and
EMTG-4A stipulate minimum bolt torques (i.e., 50 foot-pound for 1/2 inch

for bolted connections using spring nuts. The bolt torque
diameter bolts)' develop a load carrying capability parallel to the axis ofTs required to| the unistrut channel. To date, Beaver Valley Power' Station, Unit 2 does
not specify minimum bolt torque on cable tray or conduit systems.

,

\
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At present,' Specification 2BVS-931 " Electrical Installation Specification" -I

and " Field Construction Procedure 403,-Cable Tray Installation" specify
,

that the bolts be hand tight or the lock washer,-if used, is flattened.
,

A random sample of 50 installed 1/2 inch diameter bolts were torque tested,
on June 30, 1983, for compliance with the required torque of 50 foot-pounds

.

minimum. The sample found 30 percent of~the bolts had torques less than
. 50 foot-pounds,~with a minimum of 20 foot-pounds.'

The inspector was advised by Stone and Webster Engineering that an FCP was
being written to require specific torque values be obtained on all installed
spring nuts. In addition, a retorque program was being developed which
requires a retorque of all previously installed spring nuts (about 130,000).*

* The inspector was further advised that Quality Control would develop a
sampling program to verify proper torque values were applied.

,

This item will remain open pending issuance of FCP's and IP's and a review
of the retorque program (84-16-03).

7. Repair of Main Steam Isolation Valves-4

4

| The Main Steam Isolation Valves designated 2 MSS-HYV-101 A, B, C are 32-inch
ball valves provided by the Crosby Valve and Gage Company. Each valve is
the first isolation valve in each main steam lead outside of Reactor.
Containment with the valves physically located in the Main Steam Valve.

Building. These valves are substantially different in design to those-

,* installed in Beaver Valley, Unit 1. '

There have been corrosion problems associated with these valves at other;
- plants; namely, Liebstadt, Switzerland; Midland Station of Consumers Power
i in Michigan; and Nine Mile Point, Unit 2. The licensee met with Stone and

Webster personnel on August 15, 1984, to discuss what remedial action had
been taken at the above plants and to determine a course of action for
Beaver Valley, Unit 2. In regards to the Liebstadt and Midland plants,.both.

plants experienced substantial leakage during testing and upon inspection,
i severe corrosion was found which prevented the spool / seat to seal properly

against the ball. Each valve had previously passed a rigorous shop seat
' ' leakage test. The main problem identified by the Liebstadt' plant was ,

corrosion beneath the spool / seat and spool packing area which prevented
the spool seat adjustment and prompted. severe leakage.

t The plants at Liebstadt and Nine Mile, Unit 2 have decided to machine and
clad the problem area. Specifically, Nine Mile Unit 2 has opted to machine
the valves inplace and clad the problem area with Inconel 625 material.
Subsequent to the August 15, 1984 meeting and upon inspection of the valves,4

the licensee decided to pursue this same course of action for Beaver
Valley, Unit 2.

!
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-Currently, all the valve internals have been removed and taken out of the
plant to Warehouse "C" for detailed inspection. The. internals are in
various- stages of inspection. The internal surfaces of the bodies of the
valves have been inspected and corrosion has been found at the seat spool
to body sealing area. Nonconformance and Disposition Reports have been
issued on the three valves to obtain an Engineering evtluation of the
conditions.

Schneider Power Corporation in conjunction with Stone and Webster Corporation
and the licensee will develop and qualify a weld procedure for the weld
overlay of Inconel 625 to be utilized on the main steam isolation valves.
It is anticipated that the actual work will not begin until January,1985.

The inspector will continue to monitor and report this item in future
. inspections (Unresolved Item 84-16-04).

8. Post Weld Heat Treatment of Piping Welds

The inspector witnessed the performance of post weld heat treatment (PWHT)
of weld 2-MSS-170-F04. This is a nain steam line weld, shown on isometric
drawing 100207. The weld was qualified at a temperature of 1150 degrees
fahrenheit per weld technique sheet 128G.

The inspector reviewed the following attributes to ascertain compliance with
the ASME B&PV Code, Section III.

- -Adequate thermocouples to monitor heating were provided.

Adequate insulation to assure proper thermal gradients was installed.-

Temperature rise and fall controls were within the code and-

procedure allowances.

Hold times at temperatures were accomplished. Hold time of-

2 hours 5 minutes required. Actual hold time 2 hours 13 minutes.
,

The inspector found adequate controls were provided. No violations were
identified and this item was found acceptable.

!
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9. Review of_Nonconformance and Di_sposition Report _s__(_N&Ds)
__

The inspector selected 10 N&Ds from the electrical and mechanical disciples
for review to assure dispositions were made consistent with applicable

.~ commitments. . The review was made for N&Ds dispositioned during a period
from. July 28, 1983, thru August 25,-1983. The N&Ds reviewed were: 3442,

;3444, 3446A,-3447, 3448, 3451A, 3453, 3466, 3467 and 3468A.

The inspector found the dispositions were consistent with licensee's
commitments. No violations were identified and this item is considered acceptable.

10. SupportLInstallation for Instrument Tubing

The inspector perfonned a detailed inspection of the installed hardware and
documentation of instrument tube support 2 RCS-TSR033. The support was modified,

in accordance with E&DCR Number 2PA-3104 due to rebar interference when installing
the hilti bolts.

The inspector perfomed the following reviews:-

Review of Drawing Number 12241-BZ-900AC-19-2 to assure-

incorporation of the E&DCR change.

Review of Quality Control Inspection Report Number-

ME-MH-2329 to assure all inspection attributes were
inspected and properly dispositioned.

Review of " Anchor Test Sheet" to assure the " Torque" and-

" Tension" tests were perfomed satisfactorily on one
installed hilti bolt.

In addition, the inspector perfomed measurements of the baseplate..hilti
installation and support attachment to detemine if the as-installed-

support was in compliance with the latest revision to the drawing.

The inspector found all areas reviewed acceptable. No violations were'

s

identified,
'

11. Work Activities _on Reactor Vessel Uppe_r_ I_nternals
_

The inspector observed work activities concerning the installation of the upper
control rod guide tube and its attachment to the upper-support plate. Collars
were welded to the upper guide tubes to serve as locking devices for bolts
used to attach the upper guide tubes to the upper support plate. After
installation of these locking devices, the guide' tubes were individually
installed and fastened to the upper support plate.

The. inspector found all areas reviewed acceptable. No violations were
identified.

'
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-12. Exit Interview

A meeting was held with the licensee's representatives, indicated in
Paragraph 1, on November 19, 1984 to discuss the inspection scope and
findings.


